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Bobby Driscoll Long John Silver Hispaniola Captain Flint Ben Gunn Billy Bones Admiral Benbow
Inn Smolett Livesay England black spot Bristol cook Song of the South knife gun True
False poisons Jim Hawkins Stevenson parrot Oscar small boat apple barrel Jolly Roger
overboard left Hand Arrow Ellenshaw
The child actor in #6 Down won the Academy Award for Outstanding ________ _____ of 1949. _ _ _
__________

Across

Down

4. Prior to this film, the child actor in #6 Down won
what award for his part in "So Dear to my
Heart"?
6. Before returning to England to stand trial, #10
Down escapes and sails off in what?
7. Whose treasure is everyone searching for?
9. Who is taken hostage during the mutiny?
12. Before the mutiny, Long John Silver _______
the first mate.
13. The pirate in #10 Down gives what weapon to
Jim for safe-keeping?
14. The child actor in #6 Down was previously seen
in what controversial 1946 picture? (4 words)
16. What is the name of the schooner in this film?
17. As the pirate crew are being prepared to return
to England and stand trial, Long John Silver
tries to give his ______, Capt. Flint to Jim?
18. Where was Jim working when he received the
map from #14 Down?
19. After Long John Silver kills the first mate, how
does he dispose of the body?
23. George Merry is punished with twelve lashes
because he was concealing what weapon?
25. The pirate, Mr. _____ is washed overboard
during a storm.
26. In which country was this movie filmed?
27. Who played the role of the young boy, Jim
Hawkins?
28. Robert Louis _________ wrote the 1881 book
that this film is based on.
30. The pirate crew signifies they have taken control
of the ship by replacing the Union Jack flag with
their own _____ _____ flag.
31. Jim received a treasure map from what sea
captain?

1. The pirate in #10 Down finds his way onto the
ship by convincing the Squire to hire him as a
____.
2. From what English port does the ship in #16
Down sail?
3. Which leg is the pirate in #10 Down missing?
5. A blind man gave a piece of paper with what on
it to the ship's Captain at #5 Down? (2 words)
8. What was the name of the pirate who
befriended Jim, played by Robert Newton? (3
names)
10. The pirate, Mr. ____ chases Jim up into the
crow's nest with a knife, but is shot by Jim
instead.
11. Who is the ship's Doctor?
15. Jim warns #17 Across about the pending mutiny,
after he falls into an _____ ______ and
overhears the pirates' plans.
20. The realistic backdrops for this film was some of
the first done for Disney by the artist, Peter
_________.
21. Who actually discovered the treasure in #11
Across some years before when he was
marooned on an island?
22. Who is the Captain of the ship in #16 Down?
24. True or False: This motion picture was one of
six films made in England in order to use
'blocked funds' after the war.
29. True or False: "Treasure Island" was the first
live-action motion picture released by Disney to
receive a PG-rating.

